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Sample 1: Press Release 

 
 

Press Contact: Tiffani Douglas 

(607) 207-2550 

 

Grove City College 

200 Campus Drive 

Grove City, PA 16127 

 

Student Philanthropy Project Engages Local Community 

 

 On Tuesday, December 1st, Dr. Jennifer Scott’s Media Aesthetics class conducted an 

award ceremony to present three local non-profit art organizations with substantive grants. The 

ceremony was the result of a semester-long process during which the students assessed 

presentations from five different organizations, eventually narrowing the recipients of the grant 

down to three. 

 The class awarded one thousand dollars to the Hoyt Institute of Fine Arts and five 

hundred dollars each to the Associated Artists of Butler County and the Midwestern Arts and 

Humanities Foundation. 

 Each of these finalists reflected the need for community engagement in the arts, a fact 

that the student presenters emphasized at the ceremony.  Three members of the class, Brittany 

Boehr, Bethany Waters, and Bethany McCune, spoke about the unique ways in which each 

organization promoted art awareness in their communities. 

 Reflection speeches were also given by Mike Baker, Sarah Lutz, and Rachel Lee.  These 

speeches reinforced the impact the student philanthropy project had on the class and touched on 

the students’ hope that the grants would have an impact on the future of the organizations they 

represent.  



Sample 2: Collegian Article 

 

 

 

 



Sample 3: Communication Studies Website Contribution 

 

Internship Home 

 

Internships are an integral part of a Grove City College education. They provide students 

with hands-on skills in the field of their choice and increase their value to potential employers 

after graduation. Internships also provide students with a way to “try on” different careers. If an 

internship doesn’t suit them, it is likely a job in that field won’t suit them either. 

 Internships in the Communication Studies department are particularly unique. Because 

the major is so general, Communication Studies students can branch out and pursue internships 

in a wide variety of fields. Radio, broadcast or print journalism, photography, web design, and 

film are only a few of the many areas Communication Studies majors can explore. 

 Grove City College begins preparation for these internships right from the classroom. 

Communication Studies students are given a wide variety of choices to fulfill their major 

requirements so they can tailor their education to their specific field of interest. In addition to 

three general Communication Studies electives, studies have a choice of four or five different 

classes within the three required categories: message production, media and culture, and social 

networks. Only seven fixed courses comprise the core requirements for the major. 

 The Communication Studies major gives students a lot of room to choose courses that 

will best prepare them for internships in their field of interest. Coupling this with the college’s 

fantastic Career Services Office provides students with the knowledge and the resources they 

need to pursue an internship that suits them well. 

 

 

Internship Paths 

 

National Geographic Internship 

This organization offers internships in four different areas: photography, research, web design, 

and editorial marketing. Photography interns learn the insides of magazine production and learn 

how to conduct photo research. Research interns gain experience in fact-checking and planning. 

Web design interns work with the photo and editorial departments to produce the website, and 

editorial marketing interns work with event planning. 

 

Boston Red Sox Fellowship Program 

This program provides students with experience in the day-to-day operations of the Red Sox 

sports franchise. Fellows are assigned to one of three different areas within the program: 

Business Affairs, Public Affairs, or Baseball Operations. Fellows receive an organizational 

mentor and exposure to meetings with senior level executives to give them the job experience 

they seek. 

 

Internship Resources 

 

JobGrove: https://www.myinterfase.com/gcc/home.aspx 

This website may be accessed via the “Career Services” tab on MyGCC. The website provides 

resources for preparing for internships, as well as databases with companies in the area who are 

searching for interns.  



Sample 4: Internship Back Ad Copy 

 

Ad Copy  

This text will appear on the back cover of your book. Your suggestions are welcome, but space is 

limited. 

 

The Philosophy of UFOs 

Gerald Roski 

 

 The mystery of UFO sightings has been one of the most fascinating anomalies in recent 

history. Gerald Roski’s remarkably insightful short work explores an intriguing explanation for 

these seemingly abnormal occurrences, introducing the idea that these lights in the sky are 

actually discharges resulting from pre-detonation supernovas and other space matter. Roski 

defends this theory with sound scientific research and compelling arguments, suggesting that life 

on earth is affected by these objects in space more profoundly than we could imagine. 

 Roski elucidates this claim as he continues to develop his theory. Using rational scientific 

thought and the logic of physics, he expands the significance of his ideas by claiming that these 

supernovas account for tragic calamities such as the Black Death, Hurricane Katrina, and 

perhaps most astoundingly, the sinking of the Titanic. In addition to these prominent disasters, 

Roski claims that supernovas are responsible for many floods, earthquakes, and other natural 

disasters that have occurred throughout history.  

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

 

 Gerald Roski’s display of expertise in his explanation of UFO sighting is reinforced by a 

thorough education. Born and raised in Chicago, Illinois, Roski embarked on his pursuit to 

explain the mystery of UFOs by first obtaining his B.S. in Electrical Engineering from the 

University of Illinois. After graduating, he continued his studies at the same institution and 

attained his Masters degree in Astronomy. While pursuing this degree, his attentive research with 

G.C. McVittle, the leading cosmologist at the University of Illinois, inspired him to write The 

Philosophy of UFOs. Currently Roski is an equipment technician at California State University, 

Long Beach, where he has been employed for twenty years. 

 
 

 

 


